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Abstract—This paper addresses the problem of selecting an op-
timal sampling set for signals on graphs. The proposed sampling
set selection (SSS) is based on a localization operator that can
consider both vertex domain and spectral domain localization.
We clarify the relationships among the proposed method, sensor
position selection methods in machine learning, and existing SSS
methods based on graph frequency. In contrast to the alternative
graph signal processing-based approaches, the proposed method
does not need to compute the eigendecomposition of a variation
operator, while still considering (graph) frequency information.
We evaluate the performance of our approach through compar-
isons of prediction errors and execution time.

Index Terms—Graph signal processing, sampling set selection,
graph sampling theorem, localization operator, graph uncertainty
principle

I. INTRODUCTION

A. Motivation

Graphs give intuitive and effective representations for vi-

sualizing or investigating large quantities of intricately inter-

related data. Network topologies have been studied in graph

theory for a long time. In the past half-decade, the theory of

analyzing and processing data on the vertices of a graph as

well as underlying graph topologies, namely, signal processing

on graphs, has been developed rapidly [1]–[4]. This theory

enables us to efficiently apply signal processing techniques to

many practical problems, such as social [2], traffic [5], brain

[6], [7], and sensor networks [8], [9], following approaches

similar to those used for audio, image, or time domain signals

in traditional signal processing. This paper considers sampling

methods for graph signals, a key topic in the development of

signal processing on graphs.

The sampling of graph signals is an essential task for

treating big or complex-structured data in the real world [1],

[2]. Handling such raw data consumes a significant amount of

system resources, both storage and computation, and sampled

versions capturing most of the relevant information in the data

would thus be highly desirable.
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A main challenge in graph signal sampling is that in general

there is no such thing as “regular sampling,” and thus the

sampling set has to be optimized based on the topology of

the underlying graph. Many different approaches have been

proposed for sampling set selection (SSS) on graphs [10]–[18].

Unfortunately, most of these methods have high computational

complexity, as they require eigendecompositions to compute

the graph Fourier basis (or some of its vectors).

SSS can be classified into deterministic and random sam-

pling methods. Deterministic approaches [10]–[17] select ver-

tices (often one-by-one) such that a target cost function is

minimized or maximized by each selection, whereas random

methods [19], [20] select vertices randomly according to some

pre-computed probability distribution. In this study, we focus

on the deterministic approach because it has the following

advantage with respect to random sampling.

In random sampling-based methods, nothing prevents select-

ing vertices that have similar importance (higher probability)

but that happen to be close to each other. We observe that this

often happens, especially when graphs have irregular degree

distributions and therefore the distribution of probabilities is

also biased. When a high-probability vertex is selected and

then a nearby vertex is also chosen, the second vertex may

not lead to improvements in reconstruction performance. Thus,

in practice, random sampling methods may perform well on

average, but often require more samples than deterministic

methods to achieve the same reconstruction quality.

Deterministic SSS techniques are based on selecting vertices

for minimizing the reconstruction error when signals are

reconstructed from their samples. They have been studied in

the context of sampling theorems for graph signals [14], [16],

[21]. They define a cost function based on the assumption

that the reconstruction is performed using ideal filters under

different optimality criteria (e.g., average case or worst case).

Recently, a vertex-localized SSS was proposed [22]. This

is a two-step algorithm, whereby vertices are first screened to

obtain a permissible set of vertices, i.e., vertices that are far

enough from those vertices that have already been selected.

Then, an optimal vertex is selected from the permissible set.

Although this is conceptually similar to our approach, ours

is a one-step algorithm. To select sufficiently far vertices, we

control the vertex/spectral spread using graph spectral filters

other than the ideal filters.

The above SSS methods are summarized in Table I. The ab-

breviations of the deterministic methods are found in Section

II-B, along with the cost functions used in each case.

In this paper, we propose a deterministic sampling method
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TABLE I
COMPARISON OF GRAPH-BASED SAMPLING SET SELECTION METHODS

Deterministic/ Kernel Localization Localization
random in vertex domain in graph freq. domain

Cumulative coherence [19] Random Ideal �∗ �
Global/local uncertainty [20] Random Arbitrary � �
MaxCutoff [16] Deterministic λk (k ∈ Z+) �
MinSpec/MinTrac [14] Deterministic Ideal �
MinFrob/MaxFrob/MaxPVol [21] Deterministic Ideal �
Vertex screening [22] Deterministic Ideal � �
Proposed method Deterministic Arbitrary � �
∗ Localized in the vertex domain only if the ideal kernel is approximated by a polynomial

for graph signals based on the graph localization operator [20]

and reveal the relationship among the sensor selection methods

based on the Gaussian process [23]–[26], the existing graph

sampling methods [14], [16], [21], and the proposed method.

The localization operator is introduced in the context of the

uncertainty principle of graph signals [20]. It is the vertex

domain operator with consideration of the graph frequency

domain information.
Our contributions in this paper are summarized as follows.

• Using the localized operator for SSS, the following ben-

efits are obtained: a) graph frequency localization makes

it possible to mimic the frequency-based SSS criteria

of [14]–[16], b) vertex localization is used to enable

distributed SSS, and c) polynomial localization operators

lead to lower complexity, i.e., eigendecomposition-free

algorithms (see also Table I). This makes the SSS algo-

rithm significantly faster (see Section V).

• We provide a unifying framework for many SSS tech-

niques proposed to date as special cases of the local-

ization operator-based SSS with different kernels and

different optimization criteria to minimize the error. Even

methods that were not initially viewed from a graph

perspective, e.g., methods based on entropy [23], [24] and

mutual information [25], [26], are included as its special

cases (see Section IV).

Our preliminary work [27], [28] partially solved the problem

of sensor position selection of sensor networks [25], [29]–

[31] using sampling theory for graph signals [14]–[16] and

proposed a sensor selection method based on the localization

operator. This paper adds many theoretical and practical impli-

cations. Specifically, we newly propose sampling approaches

based on error minimization and clarify the relationships

between the alternative sampling methods for graph signals

and the proposed methods.
In the experiment, we present the execution time and

prediction error comparisons to evaluate the performance of

the proposed approach. The proposed method is faster and

shows better performance than the alternative approaches [14],

[16], [21].
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The prelimi-

naries and notation are summarized in Section I-B. Section

II introduces the sensor position selection approaches and

the alternative graph sampling methods based on the graph

Fourier basis. Section III provides the signal reconstruction

method and describes the proposed vertex and signal se-

lection algorithm based on the graph localization operator.

The section also compares the computational complexities of

the alternative and proposed methods. Section IV clarifies

that the proposed method has a deep connection with the

alternative approaches introduced in Section II. Section V

shows the experimental results of SSS and predicts the signals

on unobserved vertices. Finally, Section VI concludes the

paper.

B. Preliminaries and Notation

A graph is represented as G = (V, E), where V and E
denote sets of vertices and edges, respectively. A graph signal

is defined as f ∈ R
N , where N is the number of vertices. We

will only consider a connected, finite, undirected graph with no

multiple edges. The variation operators are used for frequency

analysis of graph signals. Although this paper mainly uses the

graph Laplacian, we can use any variation operators, such as

the adjacency matrix.

The combinatorial graph Laplacian is defined as L :=
D − A, where A is the adjacency matrix whose (m,n)th
element is the weight of the edge between m and n if

m and n are connected, and 0 otherwise, and a diagonal

matrix D is the degree matrix whose mth diagonal element

is D(m,m) =
∑

n A(m,n). The ith eigenvalue of L is

λi, which can be ordered, without loss of generality as:

0 = λ0 < λ1 ≤ λ2 . . . ≤ λN−1 = λmax, and its eigenvector is

ui ∈ C
N .

The graph Fourier transform is defined as follows [32], [33]:

f = UHf , where U = [u0 . . .uN−1]. The inverse graph

Fourier transform is f = Uf . Let g(λi) be the spectral kernel;

then, the filtering in the graph frequency domain can be written

as fout = Ug(Λ)UHfin, where Λ = diag(λ0, . . . , λN−1).

The nth element of the localization operator on the center

vertex i is defined as [20]

Tg,i(n) =
√
N

N−1∑
l=0

g(λl)u
H
l (i)ul(n), (1)

where g(λ) is an arbitrary filter kernel. The matrix arranging

localization operator in a row is

T = [Tg,0 Tg,1 · · ·Tg,N−1] = Ug(Λ)UH . (2)

The other notation used in this paper is summarized in Table

II.
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TABLE II
NOTATION USED IN THIS PAPER: x ∈ RM , X ∈ RM×L AND

Y ∈ RM×M , AND A AND B ARE ARBITRARY VECTOR, MATRICES AND

SETS, RESPECTIVELY.

Symbol Description

μi(Y)
ith eigenvalue of Y
μmin(Y) = μ0(Y) ≤ · · · ≤ μN−1(Y) = μmax(Y)

vi(Y) eigenvector of Y corresponding to μi(Y)

σi(X)
ith singular value of X
σmin(X) = σ0(X) ≤ · · · ≤ σN−1(X)

det[Y] determinant of Y, det[Y] =
∏

i μi(Y)

tr[Y] trace of Y, tr[Y] =
∑

i μi(Y)

|x| diag(sgn(x))x

|X| sgn(X) ◦X

|A| number of elements in A
‖x‖p �p norm of x

‖X‖F Frobenius norm of X,

‖X‖F =
√

tr(XHX) =

√∑max{M,L}
i σ2

i (X)

‖X‖2 spectral norm of X, ‖X‖2 = σmax(X)

xA restriction of x to its components indexed by A
XAB restriction of X to its rows by A and columns by B
XA XAA
1A 1A(m) = 1 if m ∈ A and 0 otherwise

XT , xT transpose of X or x

XH , xH conjugate transpose of X or x

X−1 inverse of X

X+ Moore-Penrose pseudoinverse of X

II. RELATED WORKS FOR SAMPLING SET SELECTION

We briefly introduce the objective functions of the related

works for selecting sensor locations and sampling points of

graph signals. Their derivations are described in Appendices

A and B. We consider the problem of selecting |S| = F points,

where S is the set of selected locations (for sensor selections)

or vertices (for graph sampling theories), out of |V| = N
possible locations or vertices in the original graph. The related

works and their objective functions are summarized in Table

III.

A. Sensor Position Selection Based on Gaussian Process

Sensor position selection algorithms have been developed

in the area of machine learning. One of the major methods

assumes that the spatial phenomena are modeled as a Gaussian

process (GP) and, therefore, the stochastic signal f has the

following Gaussian joint zero-mean distribution [29]:

p(f) =
1

(2π)
N
2 det[K]

exp

(
−1

2
fTK−1f

)
, (3)

where K ∈ R
N×N is the covariance matrix of all locations V

whose (i, j)th element is K(i, j) with a symmetric positive-

definite kernel function K(·, ·). The benefit of the GP model is

that, if the signal f is distributed according to a multivariate

Gaussian, the marginal and conditional distributions of its

subset signal f(y), where y ∈ V , are also Gaussian with

conditional variance σ2
y|S = K(y, y) −KySK−1

S KSy . Under

this assumption, sensors are placed at the most informative

locations.

1) Entropy [23], [24]: The objective function is

S∗ = arg max
S⊂V:|S|=F

log det [KS ]. (4)

A greedy algorithm that adds sensor y∗ satisfying following

condition to S one by one is used for optimization:

y∗ = arg max
y∈Sc

m

K(y, y)−KySm
K−1

Sm
KSmy, (5)

where Sm are the already selected vertices in the mth iteration,

Sc
m = V \ Sm.

2) Mutual Information (MI) [25], [26]: The objective func-

tion is

S∗ = arg max
S⊂V:|S|=F

log det [KS ] + log det [KSc ], (6)

where Sc = V \ S . A greedy algorithm is also used for

optimization:

y∗ = arg max
y∈Sc

m

K(y, y)−KySm
K−1

Sm
KSmy

K(y, y)−K
ySm

K−1

Sm

KSmy

, (7)

where Sm = V \ (Sm ∪ y).

B. Graph Sampling Based on Graph Fourier Basis

Sampling methods based on graph frequency consider the

problem of reconstructing bandlimited graph signals from their

subsampled versions [12]–[15]. Note that we do not need to

assume the GP model for the graph signal processing-based

approaches (including the proposed approach).

Let us define ω- (for [16]) and |F|- (for [14], [21]) bandlim-

ited graph signals as the signals that have zero graph Fourier

coefficients corresponding to the eigenvalues greater than ω
and λ|F|−1, respectively: f(i) = 0 for λi > ω or i ≥ |F|,
where F is the set of indices associated with nonzero graph

Fourier coefficients.

1) Based on Cutoff Frequency (MaxCutoff): The objective

function [16] is

S∗ = arg max
S⊂V:|S|=F

μmin((L
k)Sc). (8)

The objective for a greedy optimization is represented as

y∗ = arg max
y∈Sc

m

[v2min((L
k)Sc

m
)](y). (9)

The signal recovered from the sampled one is calculated as

f̂ = UVFU+
SFfS , (10)

where F is the set of eigenvalues less than or equal to the

estimated cutoff frequency Ωk(S). If the original signal f is

Ωk(S)-bandlimited, it can be perfectly recovered using (10).
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2) Based on Error Minimization: [14] assumes that |S| ≥
|F| and uses (10) for the reconstruction. It proposes two

objective functions for selecting optimal sampling sets:

• MinSpec:

S∗ = arg max
S⊂V:|S|=F

σmin(USF ). (11)

The greedy algorithm is used to optimize this problem:

y∗ = arg max
y∈Sc

m

σmin(UF(Sm∪y)). (12)

• MinTrac:

S∗ = arg min
S⊂V:|S|=F

tr[(UH
SFUSF )−1]. (13)

This also uses a greedy algorithm, which selects the

vertex y∗:

y∗ = arg min
y∈Sc

m

tr[(UH
F(Sm∪y)UF(Sm∪y))

−1]. (14)

3) Based on Localized Basis: [21] also assumes that |S| ≥
|F| and uses the following interpolation for recovering the

original signal f from the sampled signal Dverf :

f̂ = (DspDverDsp)
+Dverf , (15)

where Dver = diag(1S) and Dsp = Udiag(1F )UH are the

sampling operator in the vertex domain and the bandlimiting

operator in the graph frequency domain, respectively. This

approach can perfectly recover the original signal f if it is

|F|-bandlimited.
There are three objective functions:

• MinFrob:
S∗ = arg min

S⊂V:|S|=F

‖(DspDverDsp)
+‖F

= arg min
S⊂V:|S|=F

‖(diag(1F )UHDver)
+‖F

= arg min
S⊂V:|S|=F

‖(UH
SF )

+‖F
(16)

For this metric a greedy algorithm for optimization selects

a vertex y∗ at the mth step:

y∗ = arg min
y∈Sc

m

m−1∑
i=0

1

σi(UH
(Sm∪y)F )

. (17)

• MaxFrob:
S∗ = arg max

S⊂V:|S|=F

‖DspDverDsp‖F

= arg max
S⊂V:|S|=F

‖UH
SF‖F .

(18)

This can be solved by a simple strategy that selects the

|S| columns of UH
SF that have the maximum �2 norm.

• MaxPVol:

S∗ = arg max
S⊂V:|S|=F

det[USFUH
SF ]. (19)

This method also uses a greedy algorithm and the sam-

pled vertex at the mth iteration is selected as

y∗ = arg max
y∈Sc

m

m−1∏
i=0

μi(U(Sm∪y)FUH
(Sm∪y)F ). (20)

III. VERTEX SELECTION BASED ON LOCALIZATION

OPERATOR

This section introduces the proposed SSS. First, we present

the reconstruction method of missing graph signals based

on the localization operator in (2). The sampled vertices are

selected to minimize the reconstruction error or maximize the

information corresponding to the localization operator. The

computational complexities of the proposed and alternative

methods are also discussed in this section.

A. Reconstruction Method

In our method, the missing values are reconstructed by

a weighted linear combination of T̃g,j := (Tk)jV =
(Ug(Λ)kUH)jV with arbitrary kernel g(·) which satisfies the

condition described in the following theorem. That is, the

sampled signal fS is recovered as follows:

f̂k =
∑
j∈S

βjT̃g,j = (Tk)VSβ = (Tk)VS((Tk)S)+fS , (21)

where β = ((Tk)S)−1fS .

Theorem 1. The |F|-bandlimited signals with |F| ≤ |S| are
perfectly recovered with (21) if k becomes large, i.e.,

lim
k→∞

f̂k = f (22)

as long as the kernel of the localization operator satisfies
g(λi) > g(λj) for all λi < |F| and λj ≥ |F|.1

Proof. f̂k can be rewritten as

f̂k =(Tk)VS((Tk)S)+fS
=(Ugk(Λ)UH)VS((Ugk(Λ)UH)S)+fS
=Ugk(Λ)UH

SV(USVgk(Λ)UH
SV)

+fS
=Ugk/2(Λ)(USVgk/2(Λ))+fS
:=Ugk/2(Λ)α̃k,

(23)

where α̃k := (USVgk/2(Λ))+fS and it is the estima-

tion of αk = (gk/2(Λ))+UHf that is the modified graph

Fourier coefficients by gk/2(λ). Because f is |F|-bandlimited,

αk(m) = 0 for m > |F| is always satisfied. Because

fS = USVgk/2(Λ)αk, α̃k = (USVgk/2(Λ))+fS is the

estimation of αk only from fS .

(23) is equivalently rewritten as

f̂k = U

(
g(Λ)

β

)k/2
(
USV

(
g(Λ)

β

)k/2
)+

fS , (24)

where β = min0≤i≤|F|−1 g(λi). Because g(λi)/β < 1 is

satisfied for all i ≥ |F|, limk→∞(g(λi)/β)
k/2 → 0. Then, for

a sufficiently large k,

USV

(
g(ΛF )

β

)k/2

≈
[(

g(Λ)
β

)k/2

UT
SF 0|S|

]T
(25)

1This condition indicates that g(λ) is a low-pass filter.
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TABLE III
SAMPLING METHODS WITH LOCALIZATION OPERATOR: TL, TK AND TI ARE

√
NUg(Λ)UH = [T0g T1g . . . TN−1g] WITH KERNEL g(λ) = λ,

g(λ) = λ−1 + δ AND IDEAL KERNEL g(λ) = 1 IF λ ∈ F AND 0 OTHERWISE, RESPECTIVELY.

Objective Objective w/ Localized Operator Section

GP-based Entropy [25] maxS⊂V:|S|=F log det [KS ] maxS⊂V:|S|=F det [TK
S ] II-A-1

approach MI [25] maxS⊂V:|S|=F log det [KS ] + log det [KSc ] maxS⊂V:|S|=F det [TK
S ] det [T

K
Sc ] II-A-2

MaxCutoff [16] maxS⊂V:|S|=F λmin((L
k)Sc ) minS⊂V:|S|=F ‖(((TL)k)Sc )−1‖2 II-B-1

MinSpec [14] minS⊂V:|S|=F ‖U+
SF‖2 minS⊂V:|S|=F ‖(TI

SV )
+‖2 II-B-2

Graph frequency- MinTrac [14] minS⊂V:|S|=F tr[(UH
SFUSF )−1] minS⊂V:|S|=F tr[(TI

S)
−1] II-B-2

based approach MinFrob [21] minS⊂V:|S|=F ‖(DspDverDsp)+‖F minS⊂V:|S|=F tr[(TI
S)

−1] II-B-3

MaxFrob [21] maxS⊂V:|S|=F ‖DspDverDsp‖F maxS⊂V:|S|=F tr[(TI
S)] II-B-3

MaxPVol [21] maxS⊂V:|S|=F det [UH
SFUSF ] maxS⊂V:|S|=F det [TI

S ] II-B-3

and(
USV

(
g(Λ)

β

)k/2
)+

≈
[(

g(ΛF )
β

)−k/2

U+
SF 0|S|

]
,

(26)

where 0|S| is a |S| × |S| null matrix. From (26), (24) can be

rewritten as

f̂k = UVFU+
SFfS . (27)

This coincides with (10), and therefore, (21) can perfectly

recover the |F|-bandlimited signals.

B. Reconstruction Error

Here, we consider the reconstruction error by (21) when

the sampled signal contains additive noise, i.e., o = fS +nS ,

where f is an |F|-bandlimited signal and each element in the

additive noise term n ∈ R
N is an i.i.d. zero-mean Gaussian

random variable with variance σ2.

The error e := f − f̂k is represented as

e = f − (Tk)VS((Tk)S)+o = (Tk)VS((Tk)S)+nS . (28)

This can be rewritten as

e =Ugk(Λ)UH
SV(USVgk(Λ)UH

SV)
+nS

=Ugk/2(Λ)UHUgk/2(Λ)UH
SV

× (USVgk/2(Λ)UHUgk/2(Λ)UH
SV)

+nS
=Tk/2((Tk/2)SV)+nS .

(29)

Then, the error covariance matrix is calculated as

E =eeH

=Tk/2((Tk/2)SV)+nSnH
S ((Tk/2)HSV)

+Tk/2

=σ2Tk/2((Tk/2)HSV(T
k/2)SV)+Tk/2.

(30)

For minimizing the error, we should minimize or maximize the

trace, determinant, or maximum eigenvalue of E, depending

on the optimization strategy. The approaches are summarized

in Table IV, and their derivations are shown in Appendix C.

C. Vertex Selection Methods Based on Support of Localization
Operator

While the cost function based on (30) can interpret various

existing SSS approaches as its special cases (see Section IV), a

naive realization of maximizing/minimizing the cost functions

TABLE IV
PROPOSED VERTEX SELECTION BASED ON MINIMIZATION OF ERROR

COVARIANCE MATRIX.

Optimal Design Objective

A-optimal minS⊂V:|S|=F tr[((Tk)S)−1]

D-optimal minS⊂V:|S|=F det[((Tk)S)−1]

E-optimal minS⊂V:|S|=F ‖((Tk/2)SV )+‖2
T-optimal maxS⊂V:|S|=F tr[(Tk)S ]

in Table IV needs eigendecomposition, which leads to high

computational complexity.

We reconsider the intuition of the localization operator,

which avoids the above-mentioned problem. Intuitively, the set

of vertices S should be the most informative concerning the

localization operator. The localized operator Tg,i is a filtered

version of δ(i), where the filter kernel is g(λ). Since δ(i) is

completely localized at vertex i, the energy in Tg,i is also

centered at vertex i.
The missing samples are interpolated by a weighted linear

combination of the localization operators located at all ob-

served samples. Thus, the “support” of a given Tg,i (the set

of vertices where this function has nonzero values) can be

regarded as the area (set of vertices) for which the ith vertex

can contribute to interpolating unobserved samples. Thus, in

order to improve our ability to reconstruct from samples, it

would make sense to maximize the “covering area” for the

sampling set S , denoted #(|Tg,i|, ε), that is the number of

elements in |Tg,i| that are larger than ε.
To maximize the support for S , i.e.,

∑
i∈S #(|Tg,i|, ε), our

goal is to select localized operators that satisfy the following

condition: Each operator Tg,i has large energy in a first-order

sense, i.e., ‖Tg,i‖1 is large, since we use their weighted linear

combination for reconstruction. Additionally, the overlapped

areas of Tg,i and Tg,j (i 
= j) should be small since two

localization operators centered at vertices i and j can be

redundant if they overlap with each other. Therefore, we select

vertices such that the sum of ‖Tg,i‖1 is large and overlapping

area covered by both Tg,i and Tg,j (i 
= j) is small:

S∗ = arg max
S⊂V:|S|=F

η
∑
i∈S

〈1N×1, |Tg,i|〉 −
∑

j∈S,j 	=i

〈|Tg,i|, |Tg,j |〉

= arg max
S⊂V:|S|=F

∑
i∈S

〈⎛⎝η1N×1 −
∑

j∈S,j 	=i

|Tg,j |
⎞⎠ , |Tg,i|

〉
,

(31)
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where η ∈ R+ is an arbitrary real value. To optimize the

cost function, we use a greedy algorithm, which appends one

vertex in the mth iteration by selecting a vertex y∗ satisfying

the following function:

y∗ = arg max
y∈Sc

m

〈
R

⎛⎝η1N×1 −
∑
j∈Sm

|Tg,j |
⎞⎠ , |Tg,y|

〉
,

(32)

where R(·) is the ramp function that satisfies [R(x)](i) = x(i)
if x(i) ≥ 0 and 0 otherwise, and η ∈ R+ is an arbitrary real

value.

In (32), we calculate the weighted norm of Tg,y . A small

weight is assigned to Tg,y(i) if the ith vertex has already

been covered: In this case, the weight of
∑

j∈Sm
|Tg,j | at

the ith vertex is large. In each iteration, we avoid select-

ing vertices whose localization operators overlap with those

of already-selected vertices, because the weight for Tg,y(i)
becomes 0 when

∑
j∈Sm

|Tg,j(i)| ≥ η. In this study, we

use η = 1
|V|

∑
i∈V

∑
j∈Sm

|Tg,j(i)|, which is experimentally

determined.

If the kernel g(λ) is a polynomial function, we can calculate

(32) without an eigendecomposition of the graph Laplacian.

This is because (2) is rewritten as T =
√
Ng(L) when g(λ)

is a polynomial function. Therefore, localization operators

can be obtained without the eigenvectors themselves. As a

result, if the original kernel g(λ) is a polynomial or the

Chebyshev polynomial approximation is applied to g(λ), an

eigendecomposition is not required for the proposed SSS.

Using the polynomial function, (32) can be rewritten as

y∗ = arg max
y∈Sc

m

[ |T|w] (y), (33)

where w = R
(
η1N×1 −

∑
j∈Sm

|Tg,j |
)

.

D. Computational Complexity

Table V compares the computational complexities of the

graph signal processing-based methods [10], [14], [16] and

the proposed method shown in Section IV-B-2, where T1 is

the average number of iterations required for the convergence

of a single eigen-pair, TF is the number of iterations of

convergence for the first F eigen-pair, k provides a trade-off

between performance and complexity of the method proposed

in [16], C is a constant, P is the approximation order of the

Chebyshev polynomial approximation, and J is the number of

nonzero elements in T. We follow the notation in [16].

Note that T is a sparse matrix because its ith row has

nonzero elements only at the columns corresponding to the

ith vertex and several neighboring vertices. The calculation

of the localization operator in the proposed method includes

complexity for performing the Chebyshev polynomial approx-

imation and filtering [33].

It can be seen that the calculation of the localization operator

shows much lower complexity than those for calculating the

eigen-pairs in the other approaches. MaxCutoff needs the

calculation of eigen-pairs in each iteration whereas the other

methods calculate the eigen-pairs or operator only once. There-

fore, although the proposed method has a higher complexity

order than MaxCutoff in the sampling set search in Table V,

its total execution time is usually lower than MaxCutoff.

IV. RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN PROPOSED METHOD AND

ALTERNATIVE APPROACHES

The objective functions of the alternative methods can be

rewritten using the localization operator with various kernels.

They are summarized in Table III. Furthermore, we show that

the existing approaches based on the graph Fourier basis are

one of the proposed method based on the error minimization.

A. Sensor Position Selection Based on Gaussian Process

The sensor selection methods based on the GP model intro-

duced in Section III-A can be viewed as the SSS approaches

for graph signals that use the covariance matrix instead of the

Laplacian matrix. In general, the graph Laplacian (precision

matrix) and the covariance matrix have the following relation-

ship [34]:

L = K−1 − δI. (34)

The parameter δ prevents the precision matrix from being

singular. The precision matrix has the same set of eigenvectors

{ui = vi(K)}i=0, ..., N−1 with corresponding eigenvalues

{λi =
1

μi(K) − δ}i=0, ..., N−1.

From (34), (3) indicates that the random signals have

following distributions:

p(f) ∝ exp
(−fTK−1f

)
= exp

(−fT (L+ δI)f
)

= exp

⎛⎝−
∑
i

∑
j

A(i, j)(f(i)− f(j))2 − δ
∑
i

f(i)2

⎞⎠ ,

(35)

namely, vertices with similar signal values are connected by

edges with large weights. This also indicates that the signals

are smooth over the graph with the Laplacian obtained by (34).

The localization operator can rewrite the entropy criterion

(4) as

S∗ = arg max
S⊂V:|S|=F

log det[KS ]

= arg max
S⊂V:|S|=F

det[((L+ δI)−1)S ]

= arg max
S⊂V:|S|=F

det[TK
S ],

(36)

where TK = (L + δI)−1, i.e., the localization operator with

the kernel g(λ) = 1/(λ+ δ). Similarly, (6) is

S∗ = arg max
S⊂V:|S|=F

log det[KS ] + log det[KSS ]

= arg max
S⊂V:|S|=F

det[TK
S ] det[T

K

SS ].
(37)

Next, we clarify the characteristic of the greedy optimization

step from a graph signal processing perspective. From the
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TABLE V
COMPUTATIONAL COMPLEXITIES OF GRAPH SIGNAL PROCESSING-BASED APPROACHES

MaxCutoff [16] MinSpec [14] MinFrob [21] MaxFrob [21] MaxPVol [21] Proposed Method w/ CPA

Eigen-pair or operator computations O(k|E|FT1) O((|E|F + CF 3)TF ) O((|E|+N)P + J)
Sampling set search O(NF ) O(NF 4) O(NF 4) O(NF ) O(F 3) O(JF )

Section III-B-1 III-B-2 III-B-3-i III-B-3-ii III-B-3-iii IV-B-2

(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 1. (a) Original graph. The blue vertices and red vertex indicate S and
y, respectively. (b) Ly . Ly(y, y) is the total weight of the red dashed edges.
(c) L̄y . L̄y(y, y) is the total weight of the red dashed edges.

block matrix inversion formula, the inversion of the covariance

matrix can be represented as [13]:

K−1 =

[
KSc KScS
KSSc KS

]−1

=

[
K−1

Sc|S −(KSc)−1KScSK−1
S|Sc

−(KS)−1KT
ScSK

−1
Sc|S K−1

S|Sc

]
,

(38)

where KSc|S = KSc − KScS(KS)−1KT
ScS and KS|Sc =

KS − KSSc(KSc)−1KT
SSc . Using (34) and (38), the graph

Laplacian and the covariance matrix have the following rela-

tionship:

LSc + δI = (KSc −KScS(KS)−1KT
ScS)

−1. (39)

Fig. 1 considers a toy example that uses a synthesized

simple graph for the sake of clarity. From (39), we can rewrite

the entropy criterion in (5) as:

y∗ = arg max
y∈Sc

m

1

Ly(y, y) + δy
, (40)

where Ly is the Laplacian matrix of the graph with the vertices

Sm ∪ y and the edges between these vertices (Fig. 1 (b)), and

δy is the variance of fSm∪y . It can be seen that the entropy

criterion selects a vertex that has the minimum degree with the

selected vertices, i.e., the vertex with the weakest connection

with the already-selected vertices is selected. Because of this,

the entropy criterion often places many vertices at the corners

or boundaries of the space, as is well known.

The MI criterion in (7) can also be rewritten as

y∗ = arg max
y∈Sc

m

Ly(y, y) + δy

Ly(y, y) + δy
, (41)

where Ly is the graph Laplacian containing the unselected

vertices Sc
m and the edges in Sc

m (Fig. 1 (c)), and δy is the

variance of fSc
m

. It can be observed that the MI criterion

chooses the vertex that has the weakest connection with the

selected vertices and strongest connection with the unselected

vertices.

It is worth noting that the conventional entropy and MI

criterion select vertices according to the edge information in

the graph vertex domain, whereas the sampling methods based

on the graph Fourier basis including the proposed method

select vertices while considering the spectrum in the graph
frequency domain.

B. Graph Sampling Based on Fourier Basis

1) Based on Cutoff Frequency (MaxCutoff): The recon-

struction algorithm in (21) with the ideal kernel, i.e., T =
Udiag(1F )UH , coincides with that of the alternative ap-

proaches in (10):

f̂k =(Tk)VS((Tk)S)+fS
=Udiag(1F )UH

SV(USVdiag(1F )UH
SV)

+fS
=UVFUH

SF (USFUH
SF )

+fS
=UVFU+

SFfS .

(42)

Furthermore, the objective function in (8) can be rewritten as

S∗ = arg max
S⊂V:|S|=F

μmin(L
k)Sc

= arg min
S⊂V:|S|=F

μmax(((L
k)Sc)−1)

= arg min
S⊂V:|S|=F

‖(((TL)k)Sc)−1‖2,
(43)

where TL = L is the localization operator matrix with g(λi) =
λi.

2) Based on Error Minimization:

• MinSpec: (11) is rewritten as

S∗ = arg max
S⊂V:|S|=F

σmin(USF )

= arg max
S⊂V:|S|=F

σmin(U
H
FS)

= arg max
S⊂V:|S|=F

σmin(diag(1F )UHdiag(1S))

= arg max
S⊂V:|S|=F

σmin(Udiag(1F )UHdiag(1S))

= arg max
S⊂V:|S|=F

σmin(T
I
VS)

= arg min
S⊂V:|S|=F

‖(TI
VS)

+‖2

(44)

where TI = Udiag(1F )UH which is the localization

operator matrix with the ideal filter: g(λi) = 1 for λi ∈ F
and 0 otherwise.
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• MinTrac:(13) is also rewritten as

S∗ = arg min
S⊂V:|S|=F

tr[(USFUH
SF )

−1]

= arg min
S⊂V:|S|=F

tr[((Udiag(1F )UH)S)−1]

= arg min
S⊂V:|S|=F

tr[(TI
S)

−1].

(45)

3) Based on Localized Basis:
(i) MinFrob: (16) is rewritten as

S∗ = arg min
S⊂V:|S|=F

‖(diag(1F )UHDver)
+‖F

= arg min
S⊂V:|S|=F

|F|∑
i=0

1

σi(diag(1F )UHdiag(1S))

= arg min
S⊂V:|S|=F

|F|∑
i=0

1

σi(Udiag(1F )UHdiag(1S))

= arg min
S⊂V:|S|=F

|F|∑
i=0

1

σi(TI
VS)

= arg min
S⊂V:|S|=F

‖(TI
VS)

+‖F

= arg min
S⊂V:|S|=F

tr[(TI
S)

−1].

(46)

(ii) MaxFrob: Similar to (i), (18) is rewritten as

S∗ = arg max
S⊂V:|S|=F

‖diag(1F )UHDver‖F

= arg max
S⊂V:|S|=F

‖TI
VS‖F

= arg max
S⊂V:|S|=F

tr[TI
S ].

(47)

(iii) MaxPVol: (19) is rewritten as

S∗ = arg max
S⊂V:|S|=F

det[USFUH
SF ]

= arg max
S⊂V:|S|=F

det[(Udiag(1F )UH)S ]

= arg max
S⊂V:|S|=F

det[TI
S ].

(48)

The objective functions represented by the localization

operators are summarized in Table III. Because (TI)k = TI,

the alternative SSS methods shown in (45)–(48) coincide with

the proposed SSS based on the error minimization, which

is introduced in Table IV, in the case of using the ideal

kernel for the localization operator. Furthermore, MaxCutoff,

as shown in (43), can also be viewed as the objective function

for minimizing the error covariance matrix caused by the

reconstruction shown in (21).

Proposition 1. MaxCutoff can be viewed as the error min-
imization for signal reconstruction using (21) with T =
(L+ δI)−1, in the case in which δ goes to zero.2.

The proof is shown in Appendix D.
In summary, all of the existing SSS methods introduced in

this paper can be viewed as special cases of the proposed SSS

based on the error minimization with the different optimal

criteria and kernels.

2δ prevents the precision matrix from being singular.

TABLE VI
SPEEDUP FACTOR OF OUR METHOD WITH RESPECT TO ALTERNATIVE

APPROACHES FOR N = 2000

Methods Speedup factor
Entropy 1.68

MI 262.85
MaxCutoff 120.24
MinSpec 833.01
MinFrob 1898.37
MaxFrob 0.94
MaxPVol 1843.99

RandSamp 0.14

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A. Setup

In the experiments, we used the following six graphs:

• Random sensor graph.

• Random graph with Erdős–Rényi model (ER graph): The

edge connecting probability was set to 0.05.

• Random regular graph: Each vertex connects to six ver-

tices.

• Random graph with Barabási–Albert model (BA graph):

The initial connected graph has six vertices.

• Community graph: 11 communities with random sizes are

yielded.

• Minnesota Traffic graph.

For the comparison of execution time, we selected the random

sensor graph with different numbers of vertices. For the

comparison of prediction errors, we used all six graphs with

the number of vertices for random graphs is set to N = 500;

the number of vertices in the Minnesota Traffic graph is

N = 2, 642.

The performance of the proposed method is compared with

the following approaches:

• GP-based methods: Entropy- and MI-based criteria (ab-

breviated as Entropy and MI) [23]–[25]

• Graph-based SSS methods with deterministic selection

[14], [16], [21]

• Graph-based SSS using random sampling with nonuni-

form sampling probability distribution (abbreviated as

RandSamp) [19]

For the GP-based methods, we need to estimate the covariance

matrix. Based on (34), we simply set K = (L+ δI)−1, where

δ = 0.01. MaxCutoff needs the parameter k for estimating

the cutoff frequency, which is set to k = 14. RandSamp also

needs the parameter γ for the reconstruction, which is set to

γ = 1. Although the optimal γ widely varies according to the

graph used, γ = 1 is used for one of the experiments in [19].

As the signal model for a realistic situation, we use noisy

bandlimited signals where

f = [fT
bl , 0T

N−|F|]
T + ε, (49)

in which fbl ∈ R
|F| is a random vector of length |F| whose

elements conform with N (0, 0.2), and ε ∈ R
N is an iid noise

vector following N (0, 5 × 10−3). We set |F| = 100 for all

the experiments.

The proposed method uses the kernel g(λ) = exp(−sλ)
with s = νpepspf/λmax, where ν ∈ R+ is a parameter, pe :=
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Fig. 2. Execution time comparison for random sensor graph. Note that both
axes are represented on logarithmic scales.

|E|/N is the edge probability, ps := |S|/N is the sampling

ratio, and pf := |F|/N is the (normalized) bandwidth. For all

the experiments, ν was experimentally set to ν = 220.3 During

the selection process, g(λ) is approximated with Chebyshev

polynomial approximation with the order P = 12. For the

signal prediction, we fixed k = 12.

All the experiments were performed in MATLAB R2017a,

running on a PC with an Intel Xeon E5 3 GHz CPU and 64

GB RAM. The MATLAB toolbox for submodular function

optimization [30], [35] was used for implementations of the

entropy and MI criteria.

B. Execution Time

First, we compare the execution time for choosing |S| =
N/10 vertices for various N . Figure 2 shows the execution

time comparison plotted against N for the random sensor

graph. The results are given by the average of 10 independent

runs.

Among the deterministic approaches, Entropy, MaxFrob,

and the proposed method are faster than the other methods.

Specifically, for N = 2000 (thus |S| = 200), the speedup

factor of our method with respect to an alternative method,

i.e.,
Comp. time of alternative method

Comp. time of proposed method

is summarized in Table VI. The proposed method is > 100
times faster than the methods with high prediction accuracies

(presented in the following sections): MI, MaxCutoff, Min-

Spec, MinFrob, and MaxPVol.

Although Entropy and MaxFrob are very fast compared to

the other alternative methods and their computation times are

comparable to that of the proposed method, their performances

on SSS and the signal value prediction are significantly worse

than the other methods. RandSamp is significantly faster than

3The optimal ν differs for different graphs, but this ν works well for our
experiments. The automatic parameter setting will be an interesting topic in
the future.

the other methods, including the proposed method, because it

is a “one-shot” algorithm. However, on average, the prediction

performance of the proposed method outperforms that of

RandSamp. These results are further discussed in the next

subsections.

C. Comparison of Selected Vertices

We show the vertices selected using the alternative and

proposed approaches. The original graph is a random sensor

graph with N = 500, and we select |S| = 10 vertices. The

underlying graph and sampling results are shown in Fig. 3.

Because RandSamp selects different vertices in every selection

process, we show two sampling realizations from the same

sampling distribution probability.

It can be observed that MI, MaxCutoff, MinSpec, MinFrob,

MaxPVol, and the proposed method select evenly distributed

sampling positions (and the proposed method is the fastest

among the six). Entropy selects many vertices at the corners or

boundaries of the graph because they have fewer connections

with other vertices. Because MaxFrob does not take into

account the position of the already-selected vertices in each

iteration, it often selects a vertex very close to an already

selected one, as can be seen in Fig. 3(g) (some of them are

almost overlapped). It therefore leads to large reconstruction

errors, as shown in the next subsection. Two sampling sets of

RandSamp are quite different from each other, and sometimes

vertices very close to each other are selected, as shown in Fig.

3(i).

D. Comparison of Reconstruction Errors

We compare the prediction errors between the proposed and

alternative SSS methods. Owing to the long execution times,

all the SSS methods have been compared only for random

sensor and ER graphs. For the other graphs, we compare

the performances of the relatively fast methods: Entropy,

MaxFrob, RandSamp, and the proposed method. The results

are the average of 100 runs.

The GP-based methods, MaxCutoff [16] and MinSpec [14]

use the reconstruction shown in (10) where F is the set of

Laplacian eigenvalues less than λF (for MinSpec [14]) or the

estimated cutoff frequency Ωk(S) (for the other methods). For

MaxCutoff, k = 14 is used because it has been effective for the

reconstruction of noisy bandlimited signals [16]. For GP-based

methods, k = 6 is used because it presents better performance

in our experiments. MinFrob, MaxFrob, and MaxPVol [21] use

the reconstruction shown in (15), and the proposed method

uses the reconstruction shown in (10). RandSamp reconstructs

the signal with the same method as the original paper [19]: The

quadratic equation with the Laplacian smoothness regularizer

term. The regularizer function greg(λ) we used is that proposed

in [19], where greg(λ) = λ4.

The average MSEs between the predicted and original

signals are summarized in Fig. 4. It is clear that the proposed

method presents the lowest MSEs for almost all cases, with the

exception of the community graph. The MSEs of RandSamp

greatly depend on the specific graphs: It is good for the ER,

random regular, and BA graphs, whereas its MSEs are not
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Random sensor graph (N = 500)

(a) Original graph

Entropy

(b) Entropy

MI

(c) MI

MaxCutoff

(d) MaxCutoff

MinSpec

(e) MinSpec

MinFrob

(f) MinFrob

MaxFrob

(g) MaxFrob

MaxPVol

(h) MaxPVol

RandSamp1

(i) RandSamp (realization
#1)

RandSamp2

(j) RandSamp (realization
#2)

Proposed

(k) Proposed

Fig. 3. Selected vertices for a random sensor graph (N = 500). Ten vertices are selected, which are colored in red.
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(b) Erdős–Rényi
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Fig. 4. MSE comparison of estimated signals (average of 100 tested signals).
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improved for the random sensor, community, and Minnesota

Traffic graphs, even when we select a large number of vertices.

This could be due to the reconstruction parameter γ. Graph

sampling theory-based approaches perform well when enough

samples, i.e., close to the cutoff frequency, are selected. In

contrast, they have larger MSEs than the proposed method for

small |S|.

VI. CONCLUSION

We proposed a SSS method based on the localization

operator for graph signals. The proposed method has strong

connections with the alternative GP-based sensor selection and

the graph frequency-based SSS. The proposed SSS does not

need the eigendecomposition of the graph Laplacian, whereas

it still considers the graph frequency information as well as

vertex information. It is significantly faster than the existing

approaches, and its performance is better than those that are

proven through numerical experiments.

APPENDICES

A. Derivation of Alternative Approaches: Sensor Position Se-
lection

1) Entropy: In (4), the sensors are selected such that

the uncertainty of a measurement with respect to previous

measurements is maximized [23], [24], [26]:

S∗ = arg min
S⊂V:|S|=F

H(fSc |fS)

= arg max
S⊂V:|S|=F

H(fS) = arg max
S⊂V:|S|=F

log det [KS ],
(50)

where H(·) is (conditional) entropy.

Because the problem in (4) is NP-complete, a greedy

algorithm has been proposed in [23], [24]. We first set S = ∅
and add a sensor, which ensures the maximum increase in

the uncertainty of the observed sensors, to S from the set of

unselected sensors Sc one by one.

The entropy of the random variable f(y), where y is

the sensor of interest, conditioned on the variable fS is a

monotonic function of its variance:

H(f(y)|fS) =
1

2
log(2πe(K(y, y)−KySK−1

S KSy)). (51)

Hence, the vertex that satisfies (5) is selected at each step.

2) MI: (6) maximizes the MI between the selected locations

S and unselected locations Sc, i.e., it selects the locations that

more significantly reduce the uncertainty of the rest of the

space [25], [26]:

S∗ = arg max
S⊂V:|S|=F

H(fSc)−H(fSc |fS)

= arg max
S⊂V:|S|=F

log det [KS ] + log det [KSc ].
(52)

From (51) and (52), a greedy method [25] that adds sensor y∗

satisfying (7) is used for the optimization.

B. Derivation of Alternative Approaches: Graph Sampling
Based on Graph Fourier Basis

1) Based on Cutoff Frequency (MaxCutoff): [16] intro-

duces a measure of quality for the sampling sets, namely the

cutoff frequency, and selects the sampled vertices to maximize

the cutoff frequency. It guarantees unique reconstruction and

does not need the calculation of the graph Fourier basis.

The cutoff frequency associated with the subset S is a bound

on the maximum frequency of a signal that can be perfectly

recovered from the samples on the subset S . Let us denote by

PWω(G) ∈ R
N the Paley–Wiener space which is the space of

all ω-bandlimited signals, by L2(Sc) the space of signals with

zero values on S , i.e., if φ ∈ L2(Sc) then φ = [fT
Sc 0T ]T ,

and by ω(φ) the minimum eigenvalue of φ that have non-zero

graph Fourier coefficients. [10] states the sampling theorem for

graph signals as follows.

Theorem 2 (Graph Sampling Theorem [10, Theorem 2]). The
signal on a graph can be perfectly reconstructed from signal
values fS on S if and only if f ∈ PWω(G), where

ω < ωc(S) := inf
φ∈L2(Sc)

ω(φ), (53)

and ωc(S) is the exact cutoff frequency.

To avoid the calculation of the true cutoff frequency ωc(S),
which needs the computation of the graph Fourier basis, we

can use the estimated cutoff frequency Ωk(S) for the sampling

set S:

Ωk(S) = inf
φ∈L2(Sc)

(
φTLkφ

φTφ

)
, (54)

where k ∈ Z
+ is a parameter that provides a trade-off between

performance and complexity. A large k leads the estimated

cutoff frequency to be close to the actual bandwidth. (8) selects

vertices so as to maximize the estimated cutoff frequency in

(54):

S∗ = arg max
S⊂V:|S|=F

Ωk(S)

= arg max
S⊂V:|S|=F

min
ψ

ψT (Lk)Scψ

ψTψ

= arg max
S⊂V:|S|=F

μmin((L
k)Sc).

(55)

2) Based on Error Minimization: The objective functions

shown in (11) and (13) are determined so as to minimize

the reconstruction error. It assumes that the measured signal

is corrupted by noise and/or not bandlimited; that is, the

measured signal is defined as o = fS + nS . This method

also uses the reconstruction method in (10); then, the recon-

struction error becomes e = f −UVF (USF )+(fS + nS) =
UVF (USF )+nS .

• MinSpec: (11) is obtained by minimizing the �2 norm of

the error:

S∗ = arg min
S⊂V:|S|=F

‖e‖2
= arg min

S⊂V:|S|=F

‖UVF (USF )+nS‖2.
(56)
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Its objective function can be further written as follows.

‖UVF (USF )+nS‖2 ≤ ‖UVF‖2‖(USF )+‖2‖nS‖2
= ‖(USF )+‖2
= σmin(USF ).

(57)

This leads to (11).

• MinTrac: (13) minimizes the mean squared errors, i.e.,

minimizes the trace of the error covariance matrix E:

S∗ = arg min
S⊂V:|S|=F

tr[E]

= arg min
S⊂V:|S|=F

tr[eeH ]

= arg min
S⊂V:|S|=F

UVF (UH
SFUSF )−1UVF

= arg min
S⊂V:|S|=F

tr[(UH
SFUSF )−1].

(58)

3) Based on Localized Basis: [21] uses the basis localized

both in the vertex and graph frequency domains for graph

sampling and signal recovery. The basis ψi, i = 0, 1, . . . , N−1
perfectly localized in the graph frequency domain and highly

localized in the vertex domain, is designed by solving the

following problem:

ψi = arg max
ψi

‖Dverψi‖2
s. t. ‖ψi‖2 = 1,Dspψi = ψi,

〈ψi,ψj〉 = 0, j = 1, . . . , i− 1.

(59)

Its optimal solution coincides with the eigenvectors of

DspDverDsp, i.e., ψi = vi(DspDverDsp).
The reconstruction shown in (15) indicates that the sampled

signal Dverf is interpolated by ψi for recovering the original

signal:

f̂ =

|F|−1∑
i=0

1

σ2
i (DspDverDsp)

〈Dverf ,ψi〉ψi

= ΨVFΣ−1
FFΨ

H
VFDverf

= (DspDverDsp)
+Dverf .

(60)

(16)–(19) reduce the error caused by noise which can be

written as e = f − õ = f − (DspDverDsp)
+Dver(f + n) =

(DspDverDsp)
+Dvern where õ is the sampled signal with zero

interpolation: õS = oS and õSc = 0|Sc|.
• MinFrob: (16) is obtained by minimizing the Frobenius

norm of the error (DspDverDsp)
+:

S∗ = arg min
S⊂V:|S|=F

‖(DspDverDsp)
+Dvern‖F . (61)

Its objective function has the following relationship:

‖(DspDverDsp)
+Dvern‖F

≤ ‖(diag(1F )UHDver)
+‖F ‖Dvern‖F

=

|F|−1∑
i=0

1

λi(UH
SF )

.

(62)

It leads to (16).

• MaxFrob: (18) is the approximation of (i) and maximizes

the Frobenius norm of DspDverDsp. It does not need any

eigendecomposition of the variation operator for solving

the problem.

• MaxPVol: (19) maximizes the volume of the paral-

lelepiped formed with the columns of UH
SF which can

be computed by the determinant of UH
SFUSF .

C. Derivations of Objective Functions in Section III-B

The spectral norm of the error covariance matrix can be

bounded as

‖E‖2 = ‖Tk/2((Tk/2)HSV(T
k/2)SV)+Tk/2‖2

≤ ‖Tk/2‖2‖((Tk/2)SV)+((Tk/2)SV)+)H‖2‖Tk/2‖2.
(63)

Therefore, the objective function for minimizing the error

covariance matrix can be represented as follows:

S∗ = arg min
S⊂V:|S|=F

‖E‖2

= arg min
S⊂V:|S|=F

‖((Tk/2)SV)+‖2 (64)

Its objective function has the following relationship:

‖((Tk/2)SV)+‖2 =≤ ‖((Tk/2)SV)+‖F (65)

=
√

tr
[
((Tk/2)+SV)H(Tk/2)+SV

]
=

√
tr [(T−k)S ] (66)

Similarly, starting from

S∗ = arg max
S⊂V:|S|=F

‖(Tk/2)SV‖2, (67)

we have the following objective function:

S∗ = arg max
S⊂V:|S|=F

√
tr [(Tk)S ]. (68)

The above objective functions minimize the spectral norm

(64), Frobenius norm (65), or trace (66) of the error covariance

matrix. Furthermore, because (g(ΛFc)/β)k ≈ 0|Fc| for large

k, the determinant of the error covariance matrix becomes

det[E]

= det[Tk/2(Ug(Λ)k/2UH
SVUSVg(Λ)k/2UH)+Tk/2]

= det[Tk/2U(g(ΛF )k/2UH
SFUSFg(ΛF )k/2)+UHTk/2]

= det[Tk/2U] det[(g(ΛF )k/2UH
SFUSFg(ΛF )k/2)+]

× det[UHTk/2]

= det[Tk/2U] det[(USFg(ΛF )kUH
SF )

+] det[UHTk/2]

= det[Tk/2U] det[(TS)−1] det[UHTk/2].
(69)

The objective function to minimize the determinant of the error

covariance matrix can be represented as

S∗ = arg min
S⊂V:|S|=F

det[E] = det[(TS)−1]. (70)
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D. Proof of Proposition 1

MaxCutoff also can be regarded as the SSS for minimizing

the error caused by the reconstruction with T = (L+ δI)−1.

Because ATσmin(TS) ≤ σmin((T
−1)Sc) ≤ BTσmin(TS) [36],

where AT and BT are some constant values determined from

T, (64) can be lower-bounded as

S∗ = arg max
S⊂V:|S|=F

σmin((T
k)S). (71)

Its objective function has the following relationship:

σmin((T
k)S) ≥ σmin((T

−k)Sc)

= σmin(((L+ δI)k)Sc).
(72)

When δ goes to zero, (72) becomes

lim
δ→0

σmin(((L+ δI)k)Sc) = σmin((L
k)Sc). (73)

As a result, maximizing the objective function of MaxCutoff

shown in (8) leads to the minimization of the spectral norm

of the error covariance matrix, where the error is caused by

our reconstruction method in (21).
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